The Diatomics-in-Molecules (DIM) approach has been applied to calculate the most stable structures of singly ionized argon clusters (Ar¡ n , n ¢ 3 £ 27). For the first time, highly accurate diatomic input potentials have been employed in such a calculation. As a consequence we obtain the by far most accurate results for the thermal equilibrium structures of Ar¡ n at 0 K to date.
core in Ar¤ n is a trimer for n 13 and a tetramer for larger clusters. Ikegami et al. [4] found a trimer core for all cluster sizes. They were also able to reproduce the red-shift in the absorption spectra in the region n ¥ 15 ¦ 20 and thereby proved the conclusions drawn from the photoabsorption experiments wrong.
However, the predictive power of these early DIM studies is rather limited, since the diatomic input potentials used were of extremely poor quality. Recently, high accuracy ab initio potential energy curves for Ar¤ 2 [5] have become available, which predict the dissociation energy D e for the reaction Ar¤ 2 ¡ Ar Ar (1) to be D e ¥ 1¢ 3657 eV. On the other hand, the ground state potentials for Ar¤ 2 used in the early DIM calculations by Heßlich and Kuntz [6] and Kuntz and Valldorf [3] correspond to D e ¥ 1¢ 179 eV and D e ¥ 1¢ 19 eV, respectively. Since the error in the total energy grows even larger with increasing cluster size, we cannot expect any quantitatively correct results from these studies. Although the situation improved in the most recent work by Ikegami et al. [4] , the employed Ar¤ 2 potentials are still too much in error (D e ¥ 1¢ 31 eV) to yield reliable information. It is clear that the DIM approach can only be successful, if the diatomic potential energies used as input in the method are exact. Furthermore, the level of accuracy necessary for the diatomic input increases as the system gets larger. Therefore, we have to be extremely cautious about all previous DIM calculations on Ar¤ n .
The DIM model
The method of Diatomics-in-Molecules was first proposed by Ellison [7] and has been reviewed in great detail by Tully [8] and Kuntz [9] . We shall, therefore, only outline the most basic aspects of the model. For a system of N atoms the total electronic HamiltonianĤ can be expressed as the sum of atomic and diatomic fragment Hamiltonians [7] :
whereĤ K andĤ KL are the Hamiltonians for the atom K and the diatomic molecule KL, respectively. The total wavefunction Ψ l can be expanded in terms of a complete set of polyatomic basis functions Φ k :
where c lk are the expansion coefficients and the polyatomic basis functions are constructed as the antisymmetized product of the atomic wavefunctions φ kν :
Here,Â is the antisymmetrizer and n ν is the number of electrons of the first ν atoms. We can write the Hamiltonian matrix as
with the matrix elements
In order to obtain the energy eigenvalues, we have to solve the secular equation
where C consists of the expansion coefficients c lk of the eigenfunctions Ψ l and S is the overlap matrix with
By defining
we can rewrite Eqns. (5) and (7) as
and
respectively. The new secular equation (11) leads to the same eigenvalues and eigenvectors as Eq. (7), but completely avoids the evaluation of the overlap matrix S. The matrix B is constructed from exact atomic and diatomic electronic energies.
A detailed description of the procedure for Ar¤ n is given by Kuntz and Valldorf [3] and shall not be repeated here.
Diatomic interaction potentials
As input for the DIM calculations we used high accuracy ab initio diatomic potential energy curves for the 2 Σ¤ g , 2 Σ¤ u , 2 Π g , 2 Π u electronic states of Ar¤ 2 . These potentials have been obtained [5] from RCCSD-T [10] [11] [12] [13] calculations using an augmented correlation-consistent polarized valence quintuple zeta basis set (augcc-pV5Z) [14, 15] , together with the standard counterpoise correction [16] . For the 2 Σ¤ g electronic state of Ar 2 a number of different potentials were employed. The Barker-Fisher-Watts [17, 18] (BFW) potential was used to compare our results with the work of Ikegami et al. [4] . Thus, we are able to study the effects of the different Ar¤ 2 potentials on the polyatomic PES. On the other hand, the use of one set of Ar¤ 2 potentials with different Ar 2 potentials allows us to extract information on the sensitivity of the polyatomic PES to the interaction potential between two neutral atoms. In our accurate calculations we use the Ar 2 potential derived by Aziz [19] , since it is probably the most accurate one to date.
Non-pairwise additivities
The limitations of the DIM method with respect to many-body effects have been reviewed by Last [20] and Polak [21] . It is obvious that the Ar 3 three-body nonadditivity is not included in the conventional DIM approach. Therefore, in order to reproduce the correct asymptotic behaviour of the total binding energies of the Ar¤ n clusters for n ¡ ∞, we have to incorporate the three-body interaction energies for neutral argon atoms in the Hamiltonian matrix as described by Knowles and Murrell [22] . For it is well known that about 7% of the binding energy of the Ar crystal are due to the -repulsive -contribution of the three-body nonadditivities [23] . We use the state-of-the-art three-body potential developed by Lotrich and Szalewicz [24] using symmetry adapted perturbation theory [25] .
In addition to the three-body interaction between three neutral Ar atoms, there remains the induced dipole -induced dipole interaction between two neutral atoms polarized by an ion. This effect will be vanishingly small far from the ionic core of the cluster, so that the total contribution to the binding energy reaches a limit as n ¡ ∞. Thus, the Ar¤ 3 nonadditivities, in contrast to the Ar 3 nonadditivities, do not influence the asymptotic behaviour of Ar¤ n for n ¡ ∞. For the small clusters, a comparison of the DIM study by Ikegami et al. [4] with the Diatomics-in-IonicSystems (DIIS) study by Last and George [26] , which includes polarization effects,
shows that the results are very similar. Accordingly, polarization effects have not been taken into account in this work.
Results and Discussion

Ar¤ 3
The smallest cluster we have studied by means of the DIM method, Ar¤ 3 , provides an opportunity to rigorously test the accuracy of our model, since high quality ab initio calculations on this molecule are possible. Naumkin, Knowles and Murrell [27] have shown that, in broad terms, DIM predicts potential energy functions which deviate little from full ab initio computations at the same level of theory used to generate the diatomic potentials. Those comparisons were carried out using an ab initio ansatz of medium quality; more accurate computations indicate remarkable agreement with the present DIM model. Using the RCCSD-T [10] [11] [12] [13] ansatz with the aug-cc-pVQZ [14, 15] 
Binding Energies of Ar¤ n
In Fig. 1 results for the total binding energy E £ n ¥ from different DIM studies are plotted as a function of the number of atoms n. The graph shows the dramatic improvement of our results compared with previous studies. We obtain quite similar results if we replace the Aziz potential for Ar 2 by the BFW potential. The small clusters become more strongly bound since the BFW potential underestimates the short-range repulsion due to folded in attractive three-body terms. The remaining large differences to the results of Ikegami et al. [4] can now be exclusively assigned to the Ar¤ 2 potentials.
We can identify two main regions of our curve. For clusters with n 19 we observe a steep descent of E £ n ¥ , which is caused by the strong bonding between the ionic core and the surrounding neutral atoms in the first shell. As we fill up the second shell the total binding energy is seen to decrease less rapidly. The positive charge in the centre of the cluster is effectively screened off by the first shell of neutral atoms. This becomes more obvious if we compute the energy
that we gain by adding one atom to a given cluster consisting of
for Ar¤ n and Ar n is shown in Fig. 2 . As can be seen the two curves are very close for n 19, which indicates that the atoms in the second shell of Ar¤ n interact only weakly with the ionic core. The binding energy ∆E Ar¡ n £ n ¥ is then mainly determined by neutral-neutral interactions. In the asymptotic limit of n ¡ ∞ the two curves should coincide. From Fig. 2 [4] , on the other hand, yielded 13, 16, 19 , 22 and 25. A better measure for the stability of a given cluster size with respect to its neighbours is given by the difference
The values of ∆ 2 E £ n ¥ obtained in this work are plotted in Fig.3 . It is remarkable that, in this graph, Ar¤ 17 appears to be more stable than Ar¤ 16 . As will be discussed below, this might be connected with the higher symmetry of the Ar¤ 17 cluster. We also notice that the values ∆ 2 E £ 1 6¥ and ∆ 2 E £ 1 7¥ get closer when we include threebody effects. Considering that an error in our binding energies E £ n ¥ as small as 0.001 eV can change the relative order of ∆ 2 E £ 1 6¥ and∆ 2 E £ 1 7¥ , it is impossible to decide which cluster size is more stable. However, the mass spectra recorded by Wei et al. [28] and Harris et al. [29] show relatively strong peaks at n ¥ 17. The abundance of Ar¤ 16 might be due to the stability of the corresponding neutral cluster. Monte-Carlo simulations by Böhmer and Peyerimhoff [31] assuming a dimer ionic core confirm the pronounced stability of Ar¤ 17 and a recent DIM study on Ne¤ n by Naumkin and Wales [32] comes to the same conclusion.
Our values for the total binding energy for Ar¤ n and Ar n with, E Table 1 . For the small Ar¤ n clusters up to n ¥ 7 the three-body contribution is negative, i.e., the clusters are more strongly bound. This is due to the attractive region of the Ar 3 potential at short range. As we go to larger clusters the threebody contribution is dominated by the repulsive long range forces, which leads to a destabilization of the clusters.
Cluster Growth
The most stable geometries of Ar¤ n clusters (n ¥ 3 ¦ 27) are shown in Figure 4 . We have already established that the most stable structure of Ar¤ 3 has collinear geometry. The charge q 2 on the central atom is q 2 ¥ 0¢ 520 e, whereas the outer atoms carry q 1 3 ¥ 0¢ 240 e each (e is the unit charge). The Ar¤ 3 molecule is also the basic building block for all clusters up to Ar¤ 13 . Two five-membered rings of neutral argon atoms grow simultaneously around the ionic trimer until they are completed at n ¥ 13 to form an icosahedron. The Ar¤ 3 core becomes increasingly bent as the cluster size gets larger until a minimum bond angle of Θ£ n¥ ¥ 169¢ 82 ¡ is reached at n ¥ 10. Thereafter Θ£ n¥ grows again before at n ¥ 13 the core readopts collinear geometry. This development is accompanied by a redistribution of the charge among the three core atoms, whereby the amount of charge on the central atom increases gradually until a plateau is reached at n ¥ 11. At the same time, the distance between the outer atoms of the trimer grows as the surrounding neutral atoms push the core atoms apart slightly. In the case of equal numbers of neutral atoms in each -uncompleted -five-membered ring, we have equal bond lengths in the ionic core and unequal bond lengths otherwise. A detailed description of the ionic core Ar¤ m , where we view Ar¤ n as (Ar¤ m )Ar n¡ m , is given in Table 2 . By computing the amount of charge q£ n¥
on the core atoms with individual charges q i , we are able to see that up to n ¥ 13, 100 % of the total charge are localized on the three central atoms. For 13
22 it is more difficult to determine the size of the ionic core. One could argue that, in all cases, between 91 % and 96 % of the total charge can be found on only two atoms and therefore the core is effectively a dimer. In Table 2 the data corresponding to a dimer ionic core is presented in brackets. Ar¤ 17 consists of a dimer core, which carries 96 % of the total charge surrounded by two five-membered rings of neutral atoms capped by three atoms on each side onto which the remaining charge is delocalized. The cluster has an additional plane of symmetry perpendicular to its axis.
On the other hand, an almost linear configuration of four atoms can be observed in all larger clusters except for n Table 2 Charge distribution and geometry of the ionic core Ar¡ m in Ar¡ n . The superscripts indicate the multiplicity of the bonds and charges, respectively. See text for more details. Fig. 1 . Comparison of our total binding energies ( ---) to the results of Ikegami et al. [4] ( --), Kuntz and Valldorf [3] ( ---), and Hesslich and Kuntz [6] ( 
